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Lecture I

THE FISH IS NOT THE HERO
"That is a Jonah," replied a fine Christian businessman
to a fantastic story to which he had just listened.
Everyone laughed.
They understood what he meant.
He questioned the accuracy of the fantastic story, and it
was his whimsical way of declaring that he did not believe
the story.
Of course this Christian businessman did not mean that
he doubted the book of Jonah; on the contrary, he had no
misgivings about it. He accepted it, as all Christians do, as
the very Word of God. Nevertheless he was adopting the
vernacular of the mob; thoughtlessly, he was using the idiom
of the day. Unconsciously he was lowering his sights and was
dropping down to the common colloquialism of the street
level.
Many Christians thoughtlessly cast aspersions upon this
important book in the canon of Scripture without realizing
that they are playing into the hands of the critics and inno
cently becoming the dupes of the skeptics.
In warfare the tactics of the enemy are to feel out the
weak spots in the line of the opposition and to center his
attack at that vantage point. Judging from this criterion,
many critics deduce that the book of Jonah is the vulner
able part of the Divine Record. Surely this is the spot where
the enemy has leveled his heaviest artillery. As a result, the
average Christian feels that this is the weakest link in the
sixty-six links of the chain of Scripture. If this link gives
way, the chain is broken.
Is the book of Jonah the "Achilles heel" of the Bible?
It is, if we are to accept the ridiculous explanations of the
critics. The translators of the Septuagint were the first to
question its reasonableness. They set the pattern for the
avalanche of criticism which was to follow. The ancient
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method of modernism is to allegorize the Book and to classi
fy it with "Robinson Crusoe" and "Gulliver's Travels."
Some of the extravagant theories of the critics are more
far-fetched and fantastic than they even concede the Book
of Jonah to be:
1. Some say, without a scrap of evidence to support such
a claim, that Jonah was the son of a widow of Zarephath.
2. Some put forth the theory that Jonah had a dream
in the ship while he was asleep during the storm and that the
book of Jonah is the account of the dream.
3. Some relate the book of Jonah to the Phoenician myth
of Hercules and the sea monster.
4. Some claim that Jonah was picked up after the storm
and shipwreck by a boat that had a fish for the figurehead
and that this gave support for the record in the book of
Jonah.
5. Others resort to the wild claim that a dead fish was
floating around and that Jonah took refuge in it during the
storm.
The producers of these speculations claim that the book
of Jonah is unreasonable, and they bring forth these theories
to give credence to the story. It would be interesting indeed
to have Jonah's reaction to their "very reasonable" explana
tions. We must dismiss them all as having no basis of fact,
no vestige of proof from a historical standpoint, and only in
existence in the imaginations of the critics. Jonah was a real
person, the record has been validated and the message of the
book is vital for this atomic age.
It can be established that Jonah was a historical person
and not a character from mythology. It can be ascertained
on good authority that the account is accurate. It can be
shown that the message of the book is of utmost significance
for this crucial time.
Jonah Was a Historical Character

Jonah was a historical character, and this is clear by the
simple process of examining the evidence with an honest
mind. The historical record of the kings of Israel and Judah
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is accepted as reliable. In other words, no one denies that
these kings were real persons. David, Josiah and Hezekiah
stand on the pages of history as real kings. It is among the
historical records of these kings ( II Kings 14: 25) that we
find the first mention of Jonah.
Speaking of Jeroboam, the son of Joash, the historian
writes:
"He restored the coast of Israel from the entering of Hamath
unto the sea of the plain, according to the word of the Lord God
of Israel, which he spake by the hand of his servant Jonah, the
son of Amittai, the prophet, which was of Gath-hepher."

Jeroboam was a real person; Israel was a real nation;
Hamath was a real place, and it is unlikely that Jonah, the
son of Amittai, was a figment of the imagination. It is beg
ging the point to say that this is another Jonah. It is not
reasonable to believe that there were two Jonahs whose fa
thers were named Amittai and whose offices were prophets.
This is especially evident when it is observed that the name
Jonah was not a common name. After all, the name Jonah
is not Jones. The only times that the name occurs in the Bible
are in this reference in II Kings, in the book of Jonah and in
the references in the New Testament to that book. There is
only one Jonah in the Bible, and he is a historical person.
The fact that the question has been raised concerning the
authenticity of Jonah's record is all the more startling when
a contrast is made with one of the other Minor Prophets.
Look at Habakkuk for a moment. There is no reference to
him in any historical book, and he is never mentioned by
name in the New Testament. In spite of this, there is no
concerted effort to put him among the gods on Mt. Olympus
as merely a mythological character. It is reasonable to con
clude that Jonah was a real person of flesh and blood. Of
course, the real reason for getting rid of Jonah is to get rid
of the miraculous experience which he records concerning
himself.
Authorities on the Book of Jonah

Since it is clear that the critics were not eye-witnesses
to any part of the record, any evidence which they present
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cannot be in the nature of witnesses, but rather as specu
lators. The entire case revolves around the question of au
thority. Whom do you consider the greatest authority
on the book of Jonah? There is one authority whom the
writer considers above all others, and His statement is sub
mitted as final. Listen to Him:
"For as Jonas was a sign unto the Ninevites, so shall also the
Son of man be to this generation" (Luke 11:30).
"But he answered and said unto them, An evil and adulterous
generation seeketh after a sign; and there shall no sign be given
to it, but the sign of the prophet Jonas: for as Jonas was three days
and three nights in the whale's belly; so shall the Son of man be
three days and three nights in the heart of the earth. The men of
Nineveh shall rise in judgment with this generation, and shall con
demn it: because they repented at the preaching of Jonas; and, be
hold, a greater than Jonas is here" (Matthew 12: 39-41).

Surely the Lord Jesus Christ considered Jonah a real per
son, and He accepted the record of the book of Jonah as
true. When you reject the book of Jonah, you are not merely
saying that you cannot accept the record as reasonable, but
you are saying that you do not believe that Jesus was ac
quainted with the facts of the case. You break with Jesus
when you deny the book of Jonah. There is no other alterna
tive in spite of all the hedging which is done by the skeptical
ministry.
It might not be inappropriate to conclude this section
in which we have attempted to meet the objections of the
critics by giving the general statement of the late Sir Win
ston Churchill with reference to the inspiration of Scripture:
"We reject with scorn all those learned and laboured myths
that Moses was but a legendary figure upon whom the priesthood
and the people hung their essential social, moral and religious or
dinances. We believe that the most scientific view, the most up-to
date and rationalistic conception, will find its fullest satisfaction in
taking the Bible story literally, and in identifying one of the greatest
human beings with the most decisive leap forward ever discernible
in the human story. We remain unmoved by the tomes of Professor
Gradgrind and Dr. Dryasdust. We may be sure that all these things
happened just as they are set out according to Holy Writ."
6

The Book of Jonah Is an Experience, Not Prophecy

Now, let us turn to the book of Jonah and examine it.
It contains the personal record of an experience which Jo

nah had, and he evidently was the writer. Properly speaking,
the brief brochure is not a prophecy, and it seems to be out
of step among the Minor Prophets. The book contains no
prophecy although Jonah was a prophet. It is the personal
account of a major event in the life of Jonah. As the narrator,
he told of his experience, which was a sign of the greatest
event in the history of the world, the resurrection of Jesus
Christ.
The book of Jonah is not a fish story which disturbs a
gainsaying world, but it is a throne in the midst of which
"stood a Lamb as it had been slain." This Lamb is a resur
rected Lamb, and a Christ-rejecting world will some day cry
out, ". . . Hide us from the face of Him that sitteth on the
throne, and from the wrath of the Lamb" (Revelation 6: 16).
Sometimes the literary excellence of this brief brochure
is lost in the din made by the carping critics. It is well to re
call the tribute paid by Charles Reade, the English literary
critic and author, who wrote, "Jonah is the most beautiful
story ever written in so small a compass." It is well to keep
in mind that we have before us a literary gem and not a
fish story.
The Fish Is Not the Hero of the Story

There is another salient point to keep before us as we
begin this book: The fish is not the hero of the story, neither
is it the villain. The book is not even about a fish. The chief
difficulty is in keeping a correct perspective. The fish is
merely window-dressing and cake-trimming. The fish is
among the "props" and does not occupy the star's dressing
room. Let us distinguish between what Dr. G. Campbell
Morgan calls the essentials and the incidentals. The inci
dentals are the fish, the gourd, the east wind, the boat and
Nineveh. The essentials are Jehovah and Jonah- God and
man.
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Conservative scholars place the writing of this book be
fore 745 B.C. The incidents took place about that time.
Some even place it as early as 860 B.C. It seems best to place
it between 800 and 750 B.C. Students of history will recog
nize this as the period when Nineveh was in its heyday. The
nation of Assyria was at its zenith at this time, too. It was de
stroyed by 606 B.C. By the time of Herodatus the city of
Nimrod had ceased to exist. When Xenaphon passed the
city, it was deserted but he testifies that the walls still stood
and they were one hundred and fifty feet high. Historians
now estimate they were 100 feet high and 40 feet thick.
Two Approaches to the Study of Jonah

Let me suggest two approaches to the study of this book
which will enable the reader to understand the contents:
1. Striking Resemblance Between Jonah and Paul. Both
Paul and Jonah were missionaries to the Gentiles; both were
shipwrecked; both were witnesses to the sailors on board
the boat, and both were used to deliver these sailors from
death. There are other striking comparisons which a careful
study will reveal. Paul made three missionary journeys, and
with his trip to Rome, there were four. The four chapters
of the book of Jonah may be divided into four missionary
journeys of Jonah. The first journey was into the fish; the
second was out on to dry land; the third was to Nineveh;
and the fourth brought him to the heart of God.
2. The Timetable Approach. There is another approach
to this splendid story which is the one that will be followed
in these studies, and that is the timetable approach. Did you
ever go into a railroad station and consult the timetable? If
so, there were three important factors which you noted in
particular: First, the destination of the train; second, the
time the train was to leave; and third, the time the train
was to arrive. It is possible to construct the four brief chap
ters of this book into the form of a timetable. Let me suggest
that you do this, using the following pattern which will
prove helpful:
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Timetable of the Book of Jonah
LEAVE

DESTINATION

ARRIVE

Chapter 1

Israel
(Samaria or Gath-Hepher)

Nineveh

Fish

Chapter 2

Fish

Nineveh

Dry land

Chapter 3

Dry land

Nineveh

Nineveh

Chapter 4

Nineveh

Gourd Vine

Heart of God

However before considering the contents of the book,
there is another item of introduction which I wish to men
tion. The brevity of the book of Jonah is apt to lead the
casual reader to the conclusion that there is nothing of par
ticular significance here except the diatribe about the whale
that swallowed Jonah.
Six Significant Subjects

There are six significant subjects which are suggested
and developed in this brochure of brevity. Since each will
be discussed at length in its proper place, it will suffice here
just to mention each with a word of comment.
1. This is the one book of the Old Testament which
sets forth the resurrection. Those who assert that the resur
rection is not found in the Old Testament surely are not
versed in the magnificent message of Jonah. When a wicked
and adulterous generation was seeking after a sign, Jesus
referred them to the book of Jonah for the message. "As
Jonah . . . so Jesus" is the fine comparison made by our
Lord. This will be given adequate treatment when we come
to the second chapter of Jonah.
2. Salvation is not by works. Salvation is by faith which
leads to repentance. The book of Jonah is read by the or
thodox Jews on the Great Day of Atonement-Yom Kip
pur. There was one great truth which was self-evident from
the ritual of this day. The way into God was not by "works
of righteousness which we have done," but by the blood of
a substitutionary sacrifice provided by the Lord. Probably
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the most significant statement in the entire book is found in
the second chapter and the ninth verse, "Salvation is of the
Lord."
3. God's purpose of grace cannot be frustrated. The
question is sometimes asked if Jonah had refused to go to
Nineveh the second time, would God have destroyed the
city? It is difficult to answer a question which involves a
probability which did not come to pass, but it is safe to say
that God would not have been limited by the refusal of His
servant to go for Him. If Jonah had refused to go, God
would have raised up another instrument. However, it is
more likely that, had Jonah refused to go the second time,
there would have been another fish ready to give him the
green signal toward Nineveh. The book shows God's de
termination to get His message of salvation to a people who
will hear and accept it.
4. God will not cast us aside for faithlessness. When
Jonah failed the first time, God did not cast him aside. The
most encouraging words which a faltering and failing child
of God can hear are, "And the word of the Lord came unto
Jonah the second time."
5. God is good and gracious. Read the second verse of
the fourth chapter for the most penetrating picture of God in
the entire Bible. It is wrong to say that the Old Testament
reveals a God of wrath and the New Testament reveals a
God of love. He is no vengeful deity in the book of Jonah.
6. God is the God of the Gentiles. Some Bible teachers
have suggested that we write Romans 3: 29 over this book,
"Is he the God of the Jews only? is he not also of the Gen
tiles? Yes, of the Gentiles also." Why not? The book of
Jonah is the answer to those critics who declaim that the
Old Testament presents a local and limited deity, one who
is nothing more than a tribal deity. The book of Jonah is a
great book on missions, and the book has a world vision.
These are some of the featured facts about this little
book. Surely there is much in little here.
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Lecture II

THE PRODIGAL SON LEAVES HOME
"And not many days after the younger son gathered all together,
and took his journey into a far country" ( Luke 15:13) .

First of all, let us consult the timetable. Jonah left Israel
for Nineveh. He probably was in his home town of Gath
Hepher when the call to go to Nineveh came to him from
God. Another likely place for him to have been was Sa
maria. At any rate, he was somewhere in the land of Israel,
and God called him to prepare for a journey, to go to Nine
veh, "that great city."
Three times the writer has called our attention to the
greatness of Nineveh. At one time this was another one of
the bones which the critic enjoyed picking, for it was his
contention that Nineveh was just a "whistle stop" in the
ancient world. That rumor has been spiked now by the spade
of the archaeologist. When we come to Lecture IV, we shall
have occasion to refer to this significant statement.
The Wicked City of Nineveh and the
Brutal Assyrian Army

It was not the size of the city of Nineveh which called
it to God's attention. It was the wickedness of this city. His
tory fully corroborates this statement. The Assyrian army
was one of the most brutal and cruel ever to be put on the
march. The ruthless conduct of the army toward all helpless
peoples, and the acts of barbarity committed against tribes
and nations are only matched by the conduct of the Nazi
war machine. Acts of aggression were commonplace and in
justice ran rampant throughout the Assyrian hordes.
The Assyrians were dreaded in the ancient world, and
rightly so. It was the policy of the army, when a nation or
tribe was conquered, to uproot the inhabitants from the
land, root, stock and branch, and remove them to some other
section of the Assyrian Empire, preferably near Nineveh
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where those subject peoples might be slaves in position.
This policy entailed a great deal of suffering on the part of
the vanquished and many peoples were destroyed by such
acts of aggression. A consideration of the tenth chapter of
Isaiah will throw further light upon this nation whose wick
edness made it infamous not only in the world but before
God.
God's Commission to Jonah

God commissioned Jonah to take a message of salvation
to this wicked city of Nineveh, which is something difficult
for mankind to understand. God never provides salvation
for the goodness of man. Salvation is provided for the sin
of man. God saves men because they are sinners and not
because they are good. God's plan of salvation only considers
sinners as the objects of His love and the recipients of His
grace. Anybody can work out a plan to save good people,
but only God has a plan with which to save sinners. But
"all have sinned," and "when we were yet without strength,
in due time Christ died for the ungodly." It forever stands
as a foundational fact that "God commendeth his love
toward us, in that, while we were yet sinners, Christ died for
us" (Rom. 5 :8). It is salutary to take our rightful place be
fore God and to trust His mighty arm of salvation to redeem
us entirely and completely.
Jonah Goes West

We come now to the most phenomenal statement in the
entire book of Jonah and one that by all odds seems inex
plicable. God told Jonah to go to Nineveh, but, the record
says, "Jonah rose up to flee unto Tarshish from the presence
of the LORD" ( verse 3). God told Jonah to go East, but he
started in the other direction as if he liked better the advice
of Horace Greeley, "Go West, young man! Go West!" At
anyrate, Jonah went West, and all the time God was calling
him to go East. Tarshish was on the coast of Spain, about as
12

far in that direction toward the end of the world as a man
could go in that day.
This strange conduct of Jonah requires some explanation.
The phenomenal thing, as has been suggested, is that the
book of Jonah provides no satisfactory explanation. This is
the most difficult feature to explain-the fish is not the
real difficulty. In order to explain Jonah's strange conduct,
let us return to a brief discussion of the Assyrian nation.
Assyria was a brutal nation, as has been stated. The his
torical books of Kings and Chronicles supply us with data
concerning the fact that the Assyrian hordes had made forays
down into the land of Israel. There they had practiced their
diabolical acts. The people of Nineveh were bitterly hated
by the Israelites, and surely there was justification for this
hatred. It is reasonable to suppose that on one of these ex
peditions to Israel the Assyrians had laid seige to Gath
Hepher, the home town of Jonah. Perhaps the city was de
stroyed and many of the inhabitants slain. Some loved one
of Jonah may have suffered and been killed at this time.
There is a possibility that his own mother or father was slain
before his eyes when he was a boy. This would not only put
a terror in his heart, but also an everlasting hatred against
this city and this nation. He could never forget and he could
not humanly forgive.
When God called Jonah to go to Nineveh on an errand
of mercy, it was too high a hurdle for Jonah. In the bitter
ness of his soul, he as out of harmony with God who want
ed to extend mercy to this wicked city of Nineveh. God had
more difficulty in getting His servant back into fellowship
than He did in saving a city.
The strange action of Jonah to the command of God can
only be explained on the basis of Jonah's attitude toward
Nineveh. Frankly, he did not love the city, and, furthermore,
he did not want to see the city delivered from the impending
judgment of Almighty God. On the contrary, Jonah wished
to see the city in smoking ruins, and that explains why he
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took up his place of observation on the east side of the city
of Nineveh underneath a gourd vine:
"So Jonah went out of the city, and sat on the east side of the
city, and there made him a booth, and sat under it in the shadow,
till he might see what would become of the city. And the Lord God
prepared a gourd, and made it to come up over Jonah, that it might
be a shadow over his head, to deliver him from his grief."

From his vantage point Jonah hoped to witness the de
struction of Nineveh.
That is why we read in the early part of the book of
Jonah that he "rose up to flee unto Tarshish from the pres
ence of the Lord." He fled with bitterness of soul and hatred
in his heart.
The Calm Before the Storm

Judging from the events which ensued, one might deduce
that everything was propitious for Jonah's journey to Tar
shish. On arriving at the sea coast city of Joppa, he found a
ship ready to sail for Tarshish on which he booked passage.
All of this would indicate favorable circumstances which
might lead a superficial servant of God to believe that God
was in the change of plans. This is what another has called
"the fortuitous concurrence of circumstances." But apparent
ly favorable circumstances are not always a harbinger that
God is in them.
Oftentimes all of us have heard some Christian explain
a particular project as having the blessing of God upon it
because all difficulties and problems have been removed and
everything moves along smoothly. To that Christian the fa
vorable circumstances seemed to be indicative of the hand
of the Lord. On this basis, Jonah could have justified his trip
to Tarshish. He could have testified that when he arrived at
Joppa, there was a ship ready to sail and God provided the
money for the fare.
But, my friend, do not always interpret favorable cir
cumstances as the pathway of the Lord. It may be the calm
before the storm which is ready to break upon a backsliding
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servant of God. God's servants customarily encounter diffi
culties and problems as they go along in the pathway of His
blessing. Consider the missionary travels of Paul, the life of
David Livingstone and the thrilling records of Judson of
Burma and John G. Patton of the New Hebrides. These
men met disappointment on every hand and had to overcome
handicaps daily. This is the record of God's servants as seen
in Hebrews 11 :36-38:
"And others had trial of cruel mockings and scourgings, yea,
moreover of bonds and imprisonment: they were stoned, they were
sawn asunder, were tempted, were slain with the sword: they wan
dered about in sheepskins and goatskins; being destitute, afflicted,
tormented; ( of whom the world was not worthy:) they wandered
in deserts, and in mountains, and in dens and caves of the earth."
The Great W ind

The favorable circumstances were but the calm before
the storm indeed, for we are told in the very next verse,
verse 4, that "the Lord sent out a great wind into the sea."
Every ship is heading into a storm that is carrying a back
sliding child of God, and this ship was no exception. Every
prodigal son who leaves the father's house is on the way to
the swine sty, even when he is most unconscious of it.
This was no ordinary storm, for even the sailors were
frightened because it seemed likely that the ship would be
broken momentarily. However neither the backsliding con
dition of Jonah nor the storm prevented him from sleeping.
Surely this is contrary to the argument that the conscience of
a backslider will disturb him until he returns to God. Ap
parently Jonah needed no aspirin tablet to put him to sleep.
He could sleep right through a storm which terrified even
the sailors. Men out of the will of God sometimes find a
relief when the grieved Holy Spirit no longer smites their
consciences, and they become numb to the promptings of
God. Men who have had experiences in the frozen North
say that the gravest danger is when men begin to freeze be
cause they go to sleep and forget the danger. This is always
fatal. We should be thankful to God that often times, under
15

such circumstances, He has present someone to prod us and
chide us with the statement, "What meanest thou, O sleeper?
arise, call upon thy God."
The shipmaster awakened Jonah from his sleep and bade
him call upon his God. Then they cast lots in order to locate
the man who had brought down upon their heads such a
disturbance of the elements. Consequently Jonah was fer
reted out and found out. The sailors immediately put to him
some rather personal questions:
"What is thine occupation?" He had not told them that
he was a backsliding prophet.
"Whence comest thou ? what is thy country ?" Again, he
had not given them very much information concerning him
self in spite of the fact that he had talked with a glib tongue.
"Of what people art thou ?" He had not told them he
was one of the children of Israel, and evidently his appear
ance did not betray him. The thing which made the children
of Israel a peculiar people was their religion, which identi
fied them in the ancient world. Jonah had not been a very
commendable witness for God to the sailors on board ship.
Although he had evidently been loquacious regarding the
fact that he was running away from the Lord, these men
were not apprised of the fact that he was a prophet of the
living and true God. Jonah was forced then to make this
confession. "I am an Hebrew; and I fear the LORD, the
God of heaven which hath made the sea and the dry land."
Man Overboard!

This confession of Jonah brought consternation to the
sailors and they appealed to him to help them out of the
difficult straits in which they found themselves. Jonah knew
he was on the wrong ship, going in the wrong direction and
that God, through all of these adverse circumstances, was
giving him the command to right-about-face. So he told the
sailors, "Take me up, and cast me forth into the sea; so shall
the sea be calm unto you: for I know that for my sake this
16

great tempest is upon you" ( verse 12). This suggestion did
not meet the approbation of the sailors and they refused to
do it at first, attempting to bring the ship through the storm
to land by rowing very hard. This was of no avail and so
they turned to the living and true God to deliver them from
committing a crime against Jonah by following his instruc
tions in throwing him overboard.
It is well to note at this point the courteous treatment
of Jonah by these pagan sailors. Although they were steeped
in idolatry and heathenism, they exercised a courtesy toward
Jonah which is remarkable. It was with reluctance that they
threw him overboard. Sometimes the outside world, by its
courteous treatment, puts the Christian to shame. The un
lovely attitudes and actions of so-called Christians give the
cause of Christ a black eye before a pagan world which is
majoring in manners. It is begging the point to say that the
world has courtesy only on the surface and does not mean
it at heart. This may be true, but does that prove the Chris
tian has the lovely attitude in his heart because he does not
show it on the surface?
There is one last look at these sailors which we need to
take before turning to Jonah again. Notice the remarkable
statement concerning them in verse 16: "Then the men
feared the LORD exceedingly, and offered a sacrifice unto
the LORD, and made vows." In spite of the poor witness
which the Lord had in Jonah, he was effective, for these
heathen men turned to God, offering a sacrifice, which, we
believe, is the Old Testament manner of saying, "Believe on
the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved." They also
made vows which means that these men offered themselves
to God for consecration and service.
Can a Fish Swallow a Man?

Were we not familiar with the story of Jonah, our in
terest at this point would be at white heat as we wonder
what became of Jonah. This would be the proper place to
interrupt the story until the next issue. But we know that the
17

Lord prepared a fish to swallow Jonah. The important thing
about this fish is that the Lord prepared it; it does not make
much difference what kind of a fish it was or whether a
fish can swallow a man or not; this fish was specially pre
pared. There are four different "prepared" things in this
book, all of equal and remarkable importance: A prepared
fish, a prepared gourd, a prepared worm and a prepared east
wind.
Nevertheless, it is necessary to raise the old question:
Can a fish swallow a man ? There are several accounts on
record of men being swallowed by large fish and living to
tell the tale. Grace W. Kellogg, in her excellent little book
let on the subject, The Bible Today, has compiled a list of
the records-which have been authenticated-of the experi
ences of living creatures in fish who later were rescued alive.
We are quoting from this section of Grace W. Kellogg's
book in full :
"There are at least two known monsters of the deep who could
easily have swallowed Jonah. They are the Balaenoptera Musculus
or sulphur-bottom whale, and the Rhinodon Typicus or whale shark.
Neither of these monsters of the deep have any teeth. They feed in
an interesting way by opening their enormous mouths, submerging
their lower jaw, and rushing through the water at terrific speed.
After straining out the water, they swallow whatever is left. A sul
phur-bottom whale, one hundred feet long, was captured off Cape
Cod in 1933. His mouth was ten or twelve feet wide-so big he
could easily have swallowed a horse. These whales have four to
six compartments in their stomachs, in any one of which a colony
of men could find free lodging. They might even have a choice of
rooms, for in the head of this whale is a wonderful air storage
chamber, an enlargement of the nasal sinus, often measuring seven
feet high, seven feet wide, by fourteen feet long. If he has an un
welcome guest on board who gives him a headache, the whale swims
to the nearest land and gets rid of the offender as he did Jonah.
"The Cleveland Plain Dealer recently quoted an article by Dr.
Ransome Harvey who said that a dog was lost overboard from a
ship. It was found in the head of a whale six days later, alive and
barking.
"Frank Bullen, F.R.G.S., who wrote 'The Cruise of the Catha
lot,' tells of a shark fifteen feet in length which was found in
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the stomach of a whale. He says that when dying the whale ejects
the contents of its stomach.
"The late Dr. Dixon stated that in a museum at Beirut, Syria,
there is a head of a whale shark big enough to swallow the largest
man that history records! He also tells of a white shark of the Medi
terranean which swallowed a whole horse; another swallowed a
reindeer minus only its horns. In still another Mediterranean white
shark was found a whole sea cow, about the size of an ox.
"These facts show that Jonah could have been swallowed by
either a whale or a shark. But has any other man besides Jonah been
swallowed and lived to tell the tale? We know of two such in
stances.
" The famous French scientist, M. de Parville, writes of James
Bartley, who in the region of the Falkland Islands near South
America, was supposed to have been drowned at sea. Two days
after his disappearance, the sailors made a catch of a whale. When
it was cut up, much to their surprise they found their missing friend
alive but unconscious inside the whale. He revived and has been
enjoying the best of health ever since his adventure.
" Dr. Harry Rimmer, President of the Research Science Bureau
of Los Angeles, writes of another case, 'In the Literary Digest we
noticed an account of an English sailor who was swallowed by a
gigantic Rhinodon in the English Channel. Briefly, the account
stated that in the attempt to harpoon one of these monstrous sharks,
this sailor fell overboard, and before he could be picked up again,
the shark turned and engulfed him. Forty-eight hours after the acci
dent occurred, the fish was sighted and slain. When the shark was
opened by the sailors, they were amazed to find the man unconscious
but alive! He was rushed to the hospital where he was found to be
suffering from shock alone, and a few hours later was discharged as
being physically fit. The account concluded by saying that the man
was on exhibit in a London Museum at a shilling admittance fee;
being advertised as "The Jonah of the Twentieth Century." '
"In 1926 Dr. Rimmer met this man, and writes that his physical
appearance was odd; his body was devoid of hair and patches of
yellowish-brown color covered his entire skin.
"If two men could exist for two days and nights inside of marine
monsters, could not a prophet of God, under His direct care and
protection, stand the experience a day and a night longer-so why
should we doubt God's Word?"

Jonah was a prodigal son who ran away from God. Al
though he did not arrive in the pig pen with the animal
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world, he came to a place of equal debasement in the stomach
of the leviathan of the fish world. Every prodigal son who
runs away from God is either on the way to the pig pen of
disgrace or to the fish's belly of ignominy.
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Lecture Ill

"SALVATION IS OF THE LORD"
"As Jonah ... So Jesus"
"The Sign of the Prophet Jonas"
"And he answered and said unto them, An evil and adulterous
generation seeketh after a sign; and there shall no sign be given to
it, but the sign of the prophet Jonas: for as Jonas was three days
and three nights in the whale's belly; so shall the Son of man be
three days and three nights in the heart of the earth" (Matthew
12:39-40).

After giving a message at the Westminster Presbyterian
Church (U.S.), Atlanta, George, I was approached by a
fine young man, a student at Georgia Tech with this prob
lem in his mind. He confessed his need of the Gospel mes
sage and expressed his desire to accept it. But he was very
candid in saying that there was one hurdle which he could
not surmount. After asking him what his difficulty was I
was rather astonished to hear him say, "I do not believe that
a man can live in a fish for three days," because I had not
even mentioned Jonah in my message.
I asked him the question, "Who told you that Jonah
lived for three days and three nights in a fish ?"
He was thoughtful for a moment and then answered,
"Well, I think almost everyone. I have heard preachers say
it. Does not the Bible say that Jonah was alive for three days
and three nights? My professor at college said that the other
day."
In answer to his question, I said, "Not my Bible. It is
assumed that he was alive for three days, but Jesus said, 'As
Jonas was three days and three nights in the whale's belly,
so would He, Jesus, 'be three days and three nights in the
heart of the earth.' Was Jesus alive or dead?"
With a puzzled look he exclaimed, "He was dead! Then
this means that Jonah was raised from the dead."
"That is the whole point," I added, "for the resurrection
of Jonah was the sign Christ gave to His day of the resur
rection of Himself from the dead."
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Jonah's Prayer

Now let us look at the second chapter of Jonah and see
if it permits this sort of an interpretation:
"Then Jonah prayed unto the LORD his God out of the fish's
belly, and said, I cried by reason of mine affliction unto the LORD,
and he heard me; out of the belly of hell cried I, and thou heardest
my voice. For thou hadst cast me into the deep, in the midst of the
seas; and the floods compassed me about: all thy billows and thy
waves passed over me. Then I said, I am cast out of thy sight; yet
I will look again toward thy holy temple. The waters compassed
me about, even to th e soul: the depth closed me round about, the
weeds were wrapped about my head. I went down to the bottoms
of the mountains, the earth with her bars was about me for ever :
yet hast thou brought up my life from corruption, O LORD my
God. When my soul fainted within me I remembered the LORD :
and my prayer came in unto thee; into thine holy temple. They
that observe lying vanities forsake their own mercy. But I will sacri
fice unto thee with the voice of thanksgiving; I will pay that that I
have vowed. Salvation is of the LORD. And the LORD spake unto
the fish, and it vomited out Jonah upon the dry lan d."

You will note that the entire chapter, except for the first
and last verses, is Jonah's prayer to God while he was in the
belly of the whale.
When Did Jonah Pray?

It is assumed that since Jonah prayed unto the Lord out
of the fish's belly that he was kept alive for three days.
There is a very normal question which we wish to insert at
this point, "When did Jonah pray this prayer?" If he waited
until the second or third day, after being swallowed by the
fish, to utter this prayer, then doubtless he was alive for
the entire episode. However if he prayed the prayer when he
was first swallowed by the fish, then it presents no obstacle
in believing that Jonah was dead. Is it not natural to think
that this prayer was uttered the moment Jonah found him
self in straitened circumstances, and it was not a composed
and prepared prayer which came through careful considera
tion?
W hen Simon Peter was sinking into the sea, having be
gun to walk on the water at the instructions of the Lord,
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he, too, cried out in his desperation, "Lord save me." That
prayer is no long drawn-out prayer which Simon Peter
thought out carefully. Someone has said that if Simon Peter
had begun this prayer as the average preacher begins his
pastoral prayer on Sunday morning, he would have been
twenty feet under water before he reached the petition which
was uppermost in his life at the time.
Someone interjects at this point the objection that Jonah
would have been dead before he could have prayed the
prayer. Again it is reasonable to suppose that Jonah was
conscious for at least three to five minutes after he was swal
lowed by the fish. That would allow time not only to pray
the prayer that is here recorded, but also to recite the entire
book of Jonah.
Jonah's State Within the Fish

Having met these objections, let us turn to the prayer
itself and see if it offers any suggestions as to Jonah's state
in the fish.
1. "Out of the belly of hell cried I, and thou heardest
my voice" (verse 2). When Jonah found he was being swal
lowed by a great fish, he began to cry unto God. He calls
the stomach of the fish "the belly of hell." The translation
we have at this point is rather disappointing. The Hebrew
word here is "sheol." Without entering into any discussion
of the meaning of this interesting word, suffice it to say
that it does not mean "hell" as we think of it today. The
primary meaning of the word is "grave." In this simple form,
it is so translated elsewhere, "Then shall ye bring down my
gray hairs with sorrow to the grave ( sheol)" ( Genesis
42:38). The Psalmist uses this language in Psalm 88:3,
" ... and my life draweth nigh unto the grave ( sheol)."
It is likewise true that in the Scriptures there is more to
the word than just simply "the grave," as other passages in
the Word of God impressively indicate, but this is the root
and basic meaning.
The startling fact here in the second chapter of Jonah
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is that Jonah considered the fish his "grave." The grave is
not for the living, but for the dead. Sheol was the place for
the dead, and surely was never thought of as the abode of
the living. The remainder of the prayer corroborates this
conclusion.
2. "For thou hadst cast me into the deep, in the midst
of the seas; and the floods compassed me about: all thy
billows and thy waves passed over me" ( verse 3). This is
an apt description of a drowning man and not a living one.
A man in the midst of the seas, compassed by floods and
swept over by waves is not a picture of a living human being
any more than a fish on dry land is a picture of a living fish.
3. "Then I said, I am cast out of thy sight; yet I will
look again toward thy holy temple" ( verse 4). Here Jonah
expressed his great faith in God. In spite of the fact that he
was cast out of God's sight, which can only be adequately
explained by death, Jonah expected to look again toward
God's holy temple. Surely this man believed in the resur
rection of the dead.
4. "The waters compassed me about, even to the soul:
the depth closed me round about, the weeds were wrapped
about my head" ( verse 5). Again we have expressive de
scription of a dead man and not one who has found hotel
accommodations in a fish. Listen to the definite language
here, "The waters compassed me about." Here is a man
who finds himself in the environment of the fish world
entirely surrounded by water. Those who insist that Jonah
was alive will have to maintain the thesis that he not only
lived in a fish, but like a fish. The language here is very
vivid; note the phrase, "even to the soul."
Let me interpose at this point to say that God has not
asked us to believe anything ridiculous. The Bible is filled
with miracles from Genesis to Revelation, but none of them
is ridiculous, having an appeal only to the credulous. They
are all reasonable and reveal the power of an omnipotent
and omniscient God. He never acts foolishly, and He moves
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in mighty power His wonders to perform. In this day, when
the miracles of Scripture are under attack by the enemy, it
should make God's children very circumspect as they put
forth the miracles of God's Word. Let us not be guilty of
taking any miracle out of Scripture, and also, let us not be
guilty of reading in one where there is none. Many college
students have their faith numbed under the constant pound
ing of godless professors. This is the weak place where the
enemy hits the hardest. Let us give our young people a faith
that will stand all the pressure of the enemy's attack. That
faith must be consistent with the pages of Scripture.
The young man to whom I referred in the beginning of
this chapter later told me that after he had listened to
another tirade of the godless professor, he asked why he
thought Jonah was alive. The professor looked puzzled for
a moment, and then replied ( as the boy had said to me),
"Preachers say it and the Bible says it." It was quietly sug
gested that he might examine the Bible record in order that
he might speak with authority.
A Mighty Miracle in the Book of Jonah

Before we continue with the suggestions in Jonah 2 with
reference to Jonah's state within the fish, let us mention the
mighty miracle in the book of Jonah. This miracle does not
pertain to a man living for three days inside of a fish. Rath
er, it is a miracle where God raises up a man from the dead.
If the miracle of resurrection daunts you, then you are going
to have difficulty with the resurrection of Christ from the
dead. If God raised up Jesus from the dead, then He could
raise Jonah from the dead. If God could not raise Jonah
from the dead, then He would not be able to raise Jesus
from the dead. If you do not believe that God could raise
Jonah and did raise Jesus from the dead, then you cannot be
a Christian. Your trouble is not with a fish story, but with
the Gospel story. Your trouble is not intellectual, but due to
the fact that you are a natural man, a stranger to the grace
of God, "the natural man receiveth not the things of the
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Spirit of God: for they are foolishness unto him: neither
can he know them, because they are spiritually discerned"
( I Corinthians 2: 14) .
The trouble is not with Jonah but with yourself. You
need to have a generous portion of eyesalve to open your
eyes to the truth of the Gospel.
Let us now return to the vivid account of Jonah's state
within the fish. As we continue in the fifth verse, we note
further confirmation of the thesis that Jonah was not alive,
but dead: "The depth closed me round about, the weeds
were wrapped about my head." A man who has the weeds
of the sea wrapped about his head does not seem to be in
a place where he is enjoying health. Surely this is an apt
and vivid description of a man who is wrapped up in the
contents of the fish's stomach.
5. "I went down to the bottoms of the mountains; the
earth with her bars was about me for ever: yet hast thou
brought up my life from corruption, O LORD my God"
(verse 6). If there has been any doubt in the reader's mind
up to this point that Jonah was dead, then this verse should
dissolve every dubious thought. This language can only be
explained on the basis of death. Language has lost its mean
ing and Jonah must be charged with exaggeration if all he is
saying can be dismissed on the pretext that he was frightened.
Surely he was frightened, but that does not justify exaggera
tion in Scripture.
The one word to which we wish to draw attention is a
synonym of death, "corruption." Only of Christ could it be
said, "Neither wilt thou suffer thine Holy One to see corrup
tion." Martha said to Jesus at the tomb of her brother Laza
rus, "Lord, by this time he stinketh: for he hath been dead
four days." Jonah said, "yet hast thou brought up my life
from corruption, O LORD my God."
When Jonah was swallowed by the fish, he died, and it
seems that it is the intent of Scripture to convey this thought.
The mighty miracle before us in this book is one of res
urrection. This is the sign given by our Lord to the wicked
and adulterous generation of His day. He prepared a gain26

saying world for the mightiest miracle of all. They asked for
a sign, and they were to receive the greatest. The reason
that He chided them for looking for a sign to give substance
to belief was expressed by Him in the parable concerning
the rich man and Lazarus, the beggar, " ... If they hear not
Moses and the prophets, neither will they be persuaded,
though one rose from the dead" (Luke 16: 31).
Before the second chapter of Jonah was given over our
radio program I received the following communication by
mail from one of my listeners who reveals an insight into
the book of Jonah which is above the average, and since the
brief message is self-explanatory I give it just as it came to
my desk,
"Dear Dr. McGee:
"I have been an interested listener to your Sunday broadcasts for
quite some time. The program has been a real blessing to me.
"The series of lessons in the Book of Jonah has caused me to
read and re-read the book. I find it most interesting.
"The thing that particularly puzzles me is the portion in the
second chapter that seems to indicate that after Jonah had been
thrown into the sea, he apparently repented and called on God, but
he apparently drowned. God must have brought him to life again
and thus Jonah voices his prayer and his thanksgiving to God. I
have never noticed this before and wonder if this is the real teach
ing."

We are not insisting upon this interpretation as the only
one, but we do believe that it is one which stands the test of
the science of hermeneutics. The value of it is evident for
young people who are in the school of scoffers where every
vestige of faith is brutally taken from many. Jonah is the
place where the skeptic begins, and he is totally disarmed
if he discovers that the Bible may not present a fish which
sustained the life of a man for three days. The believer is
given another wonderful illustration on the resurrection, the
fact which was the center of New Testament preaching and
the heart of the Biblical Gospel. Of course the believer can
accept the record of a man living for three days in the stom
ach of a fish. Surely God could sustain Jonah for three days.
The problem is: Did He?
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Lecture IV
A MAN FROM THE DEAD GIVES A
MESSAGE TO A DOOMED CITY
"For as Jonas was a sign unto the Ninevites, so shall also the
Son of man be to this generation" (Luke 11 :30).

The first verse of Jonah, chapter three, has a most heart
ening statement for faltering and fumbling men. This word
of encouragement is as follows: "The word of the Lord
came unto Jonah the second time." This verse presents to us
the God of the second chance. The Standard Oil Company
and General Motors, to mention only two, would probably
discharge any employee who failed to follow the instruc
tions given by those in authority. Directors of any bank
would rid themselves of a clerk who misappropriated funds
and turn him over to the proper authorities, but God has a
policy whereby He gives man a second chance. This approach
with Jonah was not a new one but had been His custom in
ages past and continues to be His custom since that time.
Five Examples of Man's Second Chance
1. Jacob failed again and again until he became a dis
grace and a source of embarrassment to God, but God did
not let go. At Peniel He tackled this man directly and
brought him to the place of decision. After this, Jacob was
different. Let us rejoice that God did not reject Jacob after
the first mistake, and the second, and the third. He is faith
ful.
2. David committed an awful sin and men have wanted
to stone him for it. But God never did give him up--He
made David give up the sins. David wrote the 23rd, the
32nd and the 51st Psalms after his awful failure. Are you
not happy that God did not reject David?

3. Peter stumbled and fell, getting himself dirty, but he
got up and started out again. He failed his Lord, but his
Lord never failed him, and Peter was restored.
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4. John Mark failed on the missionary journey with Paul
and Barnabas. Even Paul refused to take him on the next
venture, but God never refused him, and we read that even
the great Apostle Paul changed his mind regarding Mark,
"Take Mark and bring him with thee: for he is profitable
to me for the ministry." This appears in the "swan song"
of the Apostle, his final letter to Timothy, his death-bed
statement. Mark made good. Paul admitted he was wrong
-God was right.
5. For the fifth illustration of God's second chance to
man, I should like to tell of a modern "Jonah." A medical
doctor in Beverly Hills having heard of the second chance
given to Jonah, wrote me a very interesting letter, telling a
story which has been repeated at least a thousand times. This
doctor, like Jonah, had stumbled and fallen. He had oc
cupied a prominent position in a large church, but was prop
erly relieved of all offices and was unceremoniously exclud
ed from fellowship in the church. He was assured that he
was finished, as far as his church was concerned, and no
one made an attempt to restore him. The doctor accepted
this ultimatum as the decision of the Lord; consequently he
became very bitter.
Even though he greatly desired to return to the Lord
many times, he did not know how to do so. When I told
of the prodigal son coming home in confession and that
God's method for a sinning son to come home is found in
I John 1:9--"If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just
to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us from all unrighteous
ness"-he wrote that he fairly ran back into the arms of Je
sus in confession, stating also that Jonah 3:1 had become
the most important verse in the Bible for him.
If Jonah Had Refused to Go to Nineveh the Second
Time, What Would Have Happened?

The question has been logically asked, "If Jonah had re
fused to go the second time, what would have happened?"
The answer, we believe, is obvious. There would have been
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another experience within a fish. If Jonah had bought a sec
ond ticket to Tarshish there would have been another fish
prepared to receive him. God would have seen to it that His
servant did not go to Tarshish.
There is another element involved here. God's purpose
of grace cannot be frustrated. If there was any possibility
that Nineveh would turn to God, then God would see to it
that Nineveh heard the message. If Jonah would not go, then
another messenger would be raised up to go. If we in this
present day will not preach the Gospel to the ends of the
earth, then God will raise up another instrument. God is
not, and was not in Jonah's day, limited by the lack of vision
or the hardness of heart on the part of His chosen messenger.
"Nineveh, That Great City"

In verse 2 of our chapter, we come again to this identify
ing mark of Nineveh, "that great city." This is the second
time this expression has occurred in the book of Jonah, the
first being in verse 2 of chapter 1. In verse 3 of chapter 3,
this identifying mark is enlarged upon: "Now Nineveh was
an exceeding great city of three days' journey."
There was a time when the scoffer ridiculed this state
ment as much as he did that concerning the fish, although
the soft pedal was applied here and the major emphasis
shifted to the fish. The reason for the ridicule of the critic is
that cities of the ancient world were not noted for their
breadth and size, the main objective being protection. Con
sequently, walls were built to enclose as small a place as
possible, all else being made subservient to this. The critic
accused Jonah of exercising poetic license in describing Nine
veh as "an exceeding great city." But all of this has been
changed by the facts of archreology. The pick and shovel
have been the headlights used to penetrate the darkness con
cerning ancient Nineveh.
Layard, the Frenchman, was the first to examine the
ruins in 1845; he and George Smith excavated the ancient
city of Nineveh. Nineveh proper was across the Tigris from
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the modern city of Mosul and was built in the shape of a
trapezium which was about two and one-half miles in length
and a mile and one-third in breadth. As you can deduce, this
does not meet the demands of the book of Jonah. But Nine
veh which lies in a plain was almost entirely surrounded by
rivers and was easily fortified. There were several prominent
cities in this natural enclosure: Khorsabad was northeast of
Nineveh proper about twelve miles; Calah, or ancient Nim
rud, was over eighteen miles southeast of Nineveh proper,
near the juncture of River Zab with the Tigris. Calah seems
to have been the first city in importance, chronologically,
then Khorsabad, and finally Nineveh proper.
The entire group of cities and the intervening territory
are implied in the name "Nineveh" given in the book of
Jonah. An ancient writer by the name of Ctesias describes
Nineveh as a city whose circuit is four hundred and eighty
stadia. This would mean that it was over twenty-seven miles
around the city. In this connection there is a remarkable
statement in Genesis 10:11-12:
"Out of that land went forth Asshur, and builded Nineveh, and
the city of Rehoboth, and Calah, and Resen between Nineveh and
Calah: the same is a great city."

All of these places together were called "a great city."
Southern California probably affords the best illustration
of a striking comparison to Nineveh. Anyone going from
Pasadena to Long Beach passes through numerous towns
and cities, but is never conscious of going from one to the
next. The same is true in going from Pomona to Santa Moni
ca. It is difficult to separate one city from another, and it
would be impossible, were it not for the markers. All of
this section bears the name of the Los Angeles area. Sim
ilarly, the name of Nineveh was applied to that entire sec
tion, and it is a conservative statement to affirm that it was
"three days' journey" across it. If a man by the name of
Jones should begin preaching as he entered Pasadena and
continue on down south until he came to Long Beach, stop
ping at every corner or where folk gathered, I wonder how
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long it would take him to make the journey? I wonder how
long it actually took Jonah? Almost forty days (3 :4)?
The Resurrection Message of Jonah to Nineveh

Jonah entered the city of Nineveh and began to give the
startling news, "Yet forty days, and Nineveh shall be over
thrown." How did he reach the ears of the people? Why did
the king on the throne hear and obey the message? Evident
ly Jonah's strange personal appearance made his approach
easy. This prophet of God had spent three days and three
nights beyond the esophagus of a fish, and the gastric juices
had poured profusely over this backsliding prophet as the
fish attempted to "stomach" him. The effect upon the epi
dermis of the prophet was terrific.

If you will turn back to Lecture II to Dr. Harry Rim
mer's account of the man whom he met in 1926 who had
been swallowed by a shark and was recovered in forty-eight
hours and lived to tell the tale, you will find there the effect
on the outward appearance of the victim. This man's body
was devoid of hair and there were patches of yellowish
brown color all over his skin. Jonah must have been a strange
sight. Possibly his hair was gone and his epidermis assumed
some strange color which had not been seen on land or sea.
Candidly, he was a "mess." When he stopped on the street
corners in Nineveh, the crowds gathered with a query con
cerning his strange appearance. After that, Jonah could
launch into his message; he could truthfully say that he was
a man who had come back from the dead to tell the doomed
city of Nineveh what God wanted the people to know:
namely, judgment was impending because of their sins.
The message which Nineveh heard was one of resurrec
tion. God sent a man back from the grave to save a mul
titude of people. This is the story of the Gospel traced in
shadowy outline, for God brought Jesus back from the dead
to save those who would believe in Him. All that Nineveh
had to do was to believe the message concerning resurrection
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in order to be saved. There is not much that we have to
add to the message.
Listen to Paul speaking of the Lord Jesus Christ: "Who
was delivered for our offences, and was raised again for our
justification" (Romans 4:25). Nineveh believed in a man
who came back from the dead and the city was delivered.
Jonah went through the streets of Nineveh preaching a mes
sage from God, but he was likewise a message to the N ine
vites.
Luke, chapter 11, records the words of Jesus in this re
gard: "For as Jonas was a sign unto the Ninevites, so shall
also the Son of man be to this generation." Jonah was a
sign; he not only gave a message, he was the message. The
sign was resurrection. He was the man who came back from
the grave. He was the man who shouted, "Yet hast thou
brought up my life from corruption, O LORD my God." Let
us continue with Luke's record in verse 32: "For they (Nin
eveh) repented at the preaching of Jonas: and behold a
greater than Jonas is here." The Lord Jesus said on another
occasion, "If ye believe not that I am he, ye shall perish in
your sins." Apparently Nineveh believed that Jonah had
come back from the dead and that through his message there
was deliverance from impending judgment. Surely this is
the forecast of the Gospel.
Nineveh's Response to the Message of Jonah

Another remarkable feature about the book of Jonah
which transcends the episode of Jonah in the fish is the re
sponse of Nineveh to the message of Jonah. "They repented
at the preaching of Jonas" is the incisive comment of Christ.
The record of Jonah says, "So the people of Nineveh be
lieved God" (3:5). Here is the record of the mightiest re
vival to date. The word revival is used in its popular sense.
It is a common colloquialism which refers to a deep convic
tion of sin and a turning to God. This turning to God re
veals new creations of God with old things passed away. Re
vival in its restrictive sense can only apply to a spiritual
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movement among those who are already the people of God.
But, adopting the idiom of the day, Nineveh had the greatest revival in history. There is no record of anything like it.
It might be well to note at this juncture that the greatest
revival in history took place before the Church ever came
into existence. Even the great Apostle Paul never experi
enced anything comparable to what Jonah saw. Paul never
saw an entire city turned to God. In fact, he never expected
to, if we are to accept his own estimation of his preaching,
" I am made all things to all men, that I might by all means
save some." Here is the place where he could have said that
he would save all, for he used the word all three times in
this short sentence. Nevertheless, he expected to save only
some. There has been no place in which the Gospel has been
preached where there was a 100 per cent conversion.
The writer's personal viewpoint is that the greatest revi
val is yet in the future where literally millions will turn to
God and be saved. This, we believe, will take pace after the
Church is removed. Nations are brought into the Millenni
um, and many of these millions will be converted individual
ly during the one thousand years. There evidently will be a
great revival also during the Great Tribulation.
The thought of a revival in which the Church does not
figure is not relished by those who entertain the naive notion
that the Church has the contract for erecting the Kingdom
of Heaven on earth. It is not palatable to those who have
grandiose ideas of the purpose of the Church and its mission
in terms of the mammoth and stupendous. The Church is
not called of God to establish the Millennium on earth, nor
is it the instrument to produce and cultivate a redeemed so
ciety which is worldwide. The Church needs to return to the
humble role which the Saviour marked out by His own ex
ample. He did not defy Caesar, nor did He seek to reform
the Roman Empire. He died on a Roman cross and was
buried on ground taxed by Rome. When His messengers
walked in the simplicity of the Gospel with no ambition to
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supplant the Roman Empire, the message brought hope and
life to multitudes and the messengers attended the funeral
of the Roman Empire. The power of the Church does not lie
in world conquest but in world evangelization. The Church
has not been called to be the architect of a new society, but
to preach the Gospel to every creature. God will save some.
This seems too trite for some and is hateful to those with the
blueprints for a new world.
Jonah had the experience of seeing an entire city repent
and turn to God. No servant of God has yet been able to
turn in such an optimistic report. The statistics of no evan
gelist have yet presented such a rosy hue. Nineveh was the
center and capital of the world power of that day. Its prestige
cannot be overestimated. The Assyrian Empire was the fear
and dread of the ancient world. The total conversion of this
wicked and brutal city had repercussions over the then
known world. Multitudes elsewhere must have heard the
news and followed the lead of Nineveh. Let us not minimize
the world-shaking message of Jonah. The effect upon Nine
veh itself was startling enough. The city cried unto God,
put on sack cloth and ashes and turned from their evil ways.
This is breath-taking because it was a God-breathed time of
heart-searching which brought about a turning to God which
was total and entire in its compass and range.
God Spared Nineveh

There is one final word before we leave this chapter. In
the last verse there is a reference to the strange actions of
God. The record has it, "and God repented of the evil, that
he had said that he would do unto them; and he did it not."
This is not the only reference where God is said to repent.
What is implied when it is recorded that God repented? Did
God actually break down and shed tears about His decision
to destroy Nineveh? Did He forego His original action be
cause He found out it was wrong? Let us understand, first of
all, that repentance in both the Old and New Testaments
means primarily a change of mind. In the Septuagint ( the
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Greek translation of the Old Testament) the word for re
pentance is metanoesen, which simply denotes a change of
mind. Nevertheless it may be accompanied by a great emo
tional experience which expresses itself in weeping and other
outward displays. It also affects the will of the person in
volved and leads to a reversal of action. There is a right
about-face in conduct. Repentance is produced by new in
formation for the mind and a conviction of conscience which
affects the total personality of the individual.
Now it is obvious that these human experiences cannot
be ascribed to God. God gets no new information, nor does
He experience a pricking of conscience. When repentance is
imputed to God, it is ascribing to God characteristics which
belong to humanity. God's actions are translated into terms
of human experience in order that the human mind can
comprehend them. There are many such expressions used
which are labeled anthropomorphic terms. It is recorded
that God has eyes and arms. Actually none of us believes
that God has eyes and arms as we do, for God is a Spirit, but
the One who made the eye can see and the One who made
the arm can do what the arm does, and when it is recorded
that He has eyes, it simply means that He sees. This is the
only method of getting the meaning into language that we
can understand.
Now God does not repent as man does. God said He
would destroy Nineveh for its sin, but He did not destroy
Nineveh. It would seem that God changed His mind. What
actually happened? If an individual, city or nation turns
from sin to God, He always saves. This is as true of God as
the statement that God would destroy Nineveh for its sin.
If Nineveh had continued on its reckless career of sin, then
God would have destroyed the city. The fact of the matter
is that over a century later another prophet by the name of
Nahum announced the doom of this city and God did de
stroy it. But on this occasion, Nineveh turned to God, and
since God never actually changes or repents, but always
saves those who turn unto Him, He saved Nineveh. Al36

though it looked as if God had repented because He did not
destroy Nineveh, God never changes, and that explains His
seeming repentance concerning Nineveh. The immutability
of God is the terror of the wicked. God punishes sin; hell is
an awful reality. God does not follow the thought patterns
of this modern day by relegating hell to the limbo of the
dark ages. God has not changed relative to the punishment
of sin in this modern day, and the thought of the future will
not add anything to His information which will cause Him
to repent. Here is the precise language of Scripture, "God
is not a man, that he should lie; neither the son of man, that
he should repent: hath he said, and shall he not do it? or
hath he spoken, and shall he not make it good?" (Numbers
23:19).
"Every good gift and every perfect gift is from above,
and cometh down from the Father of lights, with whom is no
variableness, neither shadow of turning" (James 1: 17). God
said He was going to destroy Nineveh because He punishes
sin. God spared Nineveh because N ineveh turned to God,
for God spares any sinner who turns to Him. God had not
changed; Nineveh had. Nineveh repented. Although it
looked as if God had changed His mind, He had not.

It is true today that the "wages of sin is death," but every
sinner who turns to Christ does not receive death-He re
ceives life. It may look as if God has repented. But actually
the sinner has repented, for God always extends mercy to
those who turn to Christ.
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Lecture V

FROM NINEVEH TO THE HEART OF GOD
The Motive of a True Missionary

" I speak not this to condemn you: for I have said before, that
ye are in our hearts to die and live with you" (2 Cor. 7:3).

After the remarkable response attending the message of
Jonah, it is reasonable to expect him to rejoice in the success
of his mission. Surely most of us would have been inclined
to go down to Western Union and send a telegram back to
the home town so that the family might rejoice with us in
the mighty movement of God. With pardonable pride we
would have related the effectiveness of the message. Surely
we would have looked up the last official census of the city
and given that figure as the total number of conversions.
Strangely enough, the statistics here would have been ac
curate, but Jonah did not follow this pattern. Contrariwise,
he did not go down to Western Union, but went out of the
city to the east side.
Jonah's Strange Conduct

In the fourth chapter of the Book of Jonah we are con
fronted again with the strange conduct of this man. "But it
displeased Jonah exceedingly, and he was very angry" (vs.
1). He was still out of harmony with God. This man was
not ignorant of God and His ways. He did not run away
from God at first because he did not know God, but he ran
away because he did know Him. Listen to this man after he
had delivered his message: "And he prayed unto the LORD,
and said, I pray thee, O LORD, was not this my saying when
I was yet in my country? Therefore I fled before unto Tarshish: for I knew that thou are a gracious God, and merci
ful, slow to anger, and of great kindness, and repentest thee
of the evil" ( vs. 2) .
God had more trouble with Jonah than He had with
Nineveh. Nineveh is in closer harmony with God at this
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point than is Jonah. It is now obvious that Jonah did not love
Nineveh. His speedy departure for Tarshish is understand
able on the basis that he knew God and His grace because
he recognized that in case Nineveh did turn to God because
of his preaching God would be inclined to extend mercy and
not go through with the program of judgment.
Jonah wanted Nineveh destroyed, and, therefore, he was
not willing to give the people a message which would have a
way of escape. Actually, Jonah became a petulant child who
wanted to "end it all." He despaired of his life and, like
Elijah, wanted to die, but God had something better for
both of his servants. Elijah did not die under a juniper tree
and Jonah did not die under the gourd vine. There was a
chariot of fire waiting to take Elijah to the throne of God,
and there was a lesson for Jonah which evidently brought
him to the heart of God.
Jonah went out of Nineveh and secured a place which
might correspond to the modern trailer court. There he made
himself a booth, a temporary dwelling place. He possessed a
faint hope that God would yet destroy the city, for the jus
tice of God was perfectly clear to Jonah. Nineveh was a
wicked city and deserved the judgment of God. The justice
of God is more logical than the mercy of God. Hell is logical
and reasonable. Heaven is illogical and unreasonable. Pris
ons and jails are the evident tokens of a just state, but pa
roles and pardons are sometimes the work of a corrupt state.
Too many pardons lead to lawlessness and corruption. Jonah
could see that God should punish Nineveh, but it seemed
highly inconsistent that God would extend mercy to the city.
There was a hope beyond hope that judgment would fall
upon the city, and he took up a good spot for observation,
desiring to see the city destroyed. This appears callous, but
recall the suggestion we gave in the first chapter relative to
the possible experience of Jonah with the brutal army of
Assyria. He probably saw some of his loved ones massacred
before his very eyes by the cruel war lords of Nineveh. Con
sequently he harbored a hatred for Nineveh and wanted to
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see the city destroyed. In this frame of mind he took up his
post outside the city of Nineveh. You can readily see that this
prophet needed to be brought into sympathy with God. He
needed to get his heart in tune with God. This posits the
greatest problem in the book of Jonah. It is neither the fish,
nor the repentance of Nineveh, but the repentance of Jonah
which is the major problem for God. God had more diffi
culty with Jonah than with any other feature of the book.
The method of God reveals this. He had only to prepare a
fish to detour Jonah around to Nineveh; He had only to get
the message to Nineveh to bring about the greatest mass
evangelistic thrust, but he had to have three prepared things
to influence Jonah.
There are four prepared things in the book of Jonah. One
is the fish . The other three are used in connection with get
ting Jonah to the heart of God. There is the prepared gourd,
a prepared worm and a prepared vehement east wind.
God's Use of Three Prepared Things in Changing Jonah

First of all, God put a question to Jonah which loses much
of its sharpness in our translation. Dr. Young translates verse
4, "Is doing good displeasing to thee?" The fact that God
had spared Nineveh was "doing good," and Jonah was dis
pleased. Surely no man could be more out of harmony with
God than Jonah. Nevertheless he took up his station outside
the city and waited, perhaps impatiently. The prepared gourd
began to grow and made a shadow over his head. Jonah be
came attached to this living thing very much as many peo
ple become attached to an animal. The gourd furnished him
shade from the hot sun, and Jonah probably became a tender
husbandman of the vine. Late every afternoon he doubtless
made a trip to the spring and brought a bucket of water to
irrigate this vine. In the course of time the prepared worm
appeared and destroyed the vine. Without any shelter from
the rays of the sun-the prepared east wind removing every
vestige of covering from Jonah-he became a victim of the
merciless sun's rays. In this sickened condition he despaired
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of his life and wanted to die. Frankly he was attached to the
gourd, and his only interest in life was gone after it was
destroyed.
The Objects of God's Concern: the Children
and the Cattle

God moved in upon this prophet with His most impres
sive lesson for Jonah. Jonah had expended his sympathy
upon the gourd, which was merely a plant with no eternal
value, being only a passing thing "like the grass and the
flower of it." It was temporary, and yet Jonah had lavished
his affections upon that which by its nature was temporary
and had no permanent place. God made the gourd and de
stroyed it, but He was not moved because of it. God also was
the Creator of the people of Nineveh. They possessed eternal
souls, and God did love them and was moved when their
sins separated them from Himself, necessitating the day of
doom. Jonah was unmoved by Nineveh, but God's great
heart of compassion was stirred, and it is evidenced in the
fact that there were "sixscore thousand persons that can
not discern between their right hand and their left hand;
and also much cattle" ( vs. 11). This obviously refers to lit
tle children. God always takes note of the little children who
suffer for the sins of the fathers. One of the excuses turned
in by the children of Israel at Kadesh-barnea for not enter
ing the land was, "And wherefore hath the LORD brought
us unto this land, to fall by the sword, that our wives and
our children should be a prey? were it not better for us to
return into Egypt?" (Num. 14: 3). The insinuation was that
God was not concerned about their children. God was con
cerned and He gave the answer to them. "But your little
ones, which ye said should be a prey, them will I bring in,
and they shall know the land which ye have despised" (Num.
14:31). It was to the children that the Lord Jesus Christ,
when He was on earth, gave an unconditional invitation,
"Suffer little children, and forbid them not, to come unto
me: for of such is the kingdom of heaven" (Matt. 19: 14).
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God's great heart of compassion went out to Nineveh and
especially to the little children.
Even the cattle were a concern to God. The animal world
and the plant world are all under the curse of man's sin.
They are innocent sufferers because creation is under the
blight of original transgression. "For we know that the
whole creation groaneth and travaileth in pain together until
now" (Rom. 8:22). God had a concern for the "much cat
tle" in Nineveh which would suffer. Surely God is not pre
sented here as a cruel and vindictive deity who insists on His
"pound of flesh." He is not "a big bully," but a God of
mercy and compassion. The book of Jonah does not specific
ally state that Jonah came to God's position and that he saw
the city as an object of the love and mercy of God, but surely
we have every reason to infer this. Jonah was the author of
the book, and he makes this impressive point. We can surely
conclude that he did not miss the point, nor did he fail to
see Nineveh as God saw it.
The True Motive for Missions

Herein is the true motive for missions. God never asked
us to take the Gospel to every creature because we love them.
We are to take the Gospel to every creature because He loves
them. If we go in obedience to Him, He will give us His
heart of love for those to whom we minister.
The writer has checked this with several successful mis
sionaries. He has asked the direct question, "Did you love
the people to whom you went before you reached your sta
tion? The answer has been invariably, "No." Then he has
asked the question, "Do you love them now?" The answer
has invariably been, "Yes."
The writer's testimony as a pastor is that he has never
gone to a church because he loved the people, but he went
because he felt God called him. He never has left a church
yet but that he did not love the people. After we share the
experiences of people, both joy and sorrow, we learn to love
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them. After standing at the grave side with some, and after
marrying the sons and daughters of others, we find that we
love them.
God has not promised to give you a love before you take
the Gospel to folk. That is getting the cart before the horse.
He has said to go and then He would give you a real love for
the people to whom you go. Many are standing on the side
line and sitting on the fringe of God's great commission,
waiting until their hearts are moved. Like the poor man sit
ting at the pool of Bethesda, "waiting for the moving of the
water," they are destined to disappointment. Start going
and you will start loving. God says, "Go."
It is not too radical a conclusion to draw that Jonah
finally loved Nineveh. When he did, he found himself in
step with God. Then, and only then, he became a tme mis
sionary and messenger of God.
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Lecture VI

THE RESURRECTION
The Crowning Fact of the Gospel

". . . Christ died for our sins according to the scriptures; and
that he was buried, and that he rose again the third day according
to the scriptures" ( 1 Corinthians 15: 3, 4).
" .. . Salvation is of the Lord" (Jonah 2 :9) .
References to the Resurrection in the Old Testament

The great doctrines and facts of the Christian faith are
amply illustrated in the Old Testament. Gospel truths go
back to Genesis where we find blood atonement and substi
tution. Grace and justification by faith are demonstrated in
Abraham. Exodus is the book of redemption. Leviticus is the
book of worship. The historical books afford practical les
sons in Christian living. For example, the book of Job teaches repentance, and the book of Esther sets forth the provi
dence of God.
However, no book seems to teach primarily the greatest
fact of the Gospel: the resurrection of the Lord Jesus Christ.
There is scant reference to this important feature of the
Gospel. There are a few, including the following: the offer
ing of Isaac by Abraham contains this important element
(Heb. 11:19); Aaron's rod that budded (Numbers 17), and
the cleansing of the leper by the offering of the two birds
(Lev. 14) illustrate it. Psalm 16 is recognized as a Messian
ic Psalm emphasizing the resurrection.
The Resurrection in the New Testament

It would indeed be strange to find no book of the Old
Testament committed to the resurrection, since there was
not a sermon preached in the New Testament that did not
have the resurrection as its center. The first message of Peter
in the book of Acts and the last message of Paul set it forth
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as the central fact of the Gospel. It is the crowning fact of
the Gospel. This is demonstrated in 1 Cor. 15. This chapter
is popularly conceded to be the resurrection chapter of the
Bible, but a careful examination reveals that it is the Gospel
chapter of the Bible. Paul opens with, "Moreover, brethren,
I declare unto you the gospel. ..." It is true that he deals
largely with the resurrection but that is because it bulks
large in the Gospel message. When Paul declared in the
first part of the epistle that he "determined not to know
anything among you, save Jesus Christ and Him crucified,"
it is obvious from the 15th chapter that "Jesus and Him
crucified" implied and included the resurrection.
The fact that there seems to be an omission of a book
on the resurrection in the Old Testament makes little im
pression upon us, for the Church today gives the resurrec
tion scant attention. The examination of any well-known
theology book will reveal this. An entire volume is given
over to the death of Christ, while fifteen pages are given as
proper treatment of the vital doctrine of the resurrection.
The contrast is obviously one-sided. Any modem hymnal
will reveal that there are scores of hymns whose theme is
the cross, which is proper and fitting, but it is nothng short
of tragic to find a scant half-dozen about the empty tomb.
Once a year we observe Easter, and we preachers feel that
one sermon a year on that subject is adequate. However, the
writer preached one Sunday in August on the subject: "An
Easter Sermon in Summer." It was nothing short of sensa
tional, one dear lady remarking, "Why, it is just like Easter
Sunday." For even the crowd was there. It was too much of
a novelty for the curious to miss. Every Sunday is Easter
Sunday. We recognize the Lord's day, the first day of the
week, because of the resurrection of Christ. If the New Tes
tament preachers always preached an Easter sermon every
time, then surely the pendulum of the clock is on the wrong
side today.
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The Resurrection Problem Today

The fact of the resurrection seems to create an embar
rassing problem for the Church. It means that we have a liv
ing Christ on our hands. The " liberal" finds this a very awk
ward situation, to say the least. Easter is a Sunday when
hedging, evasion and downright misrepresentation are the
rule. For some time the writer has taken positive delight ( of
the flesh) in scanning the subjects of liberal preachers for
Easter Sunday. It would be more humorous than the comics
if it were not so tragic. They adopt any sort of tactics to
avoid the issue, and are evasive. A sermon topic for Christ
mas does not bother them, but Easter is a hurdle difficult to
clear. Several years ago a preacher in Chicago came out with
this ingenious Easter subject: "Spring Is Here!" That is
some event in Chicago, but a Southern California preacher
was more restrained in the land of flowers and fruits, his
subject being: " Easter Means Springtime."
Jonah the Resurrection Book of the Old Testament

Jonah supplies the necessity of a book on the resurrec
tion in the Old Testament. The statement in Jonah 2:9, "Sal
vation is of the Lord," becomes the key to the book. The
resurrection of Jesus is the crowning fact of the Gospel. It
sets the seal of salvation on the death of Christ, "Who was
delivered for our offenses, and was raised again for our justi
fication" (Rom. 4 :25). It is the proof for the present and
a harbinger of the future. The present ministry of Christ as
Intercessor rests upon it and the future glory depends on it.
Salvation is in three tenses: We have been saved; we are
being saved; we shall be saved. The death and resurrection
of Christ furnish a complete salvation. Salvation is what
God has done in Christ for sinners. Salvation is God's work
for man, and it is not man's work for God.
1. It is accurate to say, "We have been saved." Scripture
states this, as seen in the following verses: "For the preach
ing of the cross is to them that perish foolishness; but unto
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us which are saved it is the power of God" (1 Cor. 1:18).
"Verily, verily, I say unto you, He that heareth my word,
and believeth on him that sent me hath everlasting life and
shall not come into condemnation; but is passed from death
unto life" (John 5:24). A person is never more saved than
he is at the moment he accepts Christ as Saviour, for the
death and resurrection procure a complete salvation that
cannot be added to, and it secures every sinner who trusts
Christ.
2. "We are being saved." The fact that we have been
saved is past; this is the present work of God. Scripture states
this, also: "Wherefore, my beloved, as ye have always
obeyed, not as in my presence only, but now much more in
my absence, work out your own salvation with fear and
trembling. For it is God which worketh in you both to will
and to do of his good pleasure" (Phil. 2:12-13). The first
part of our salvation is a deliverance from the penalty of
sin, and this latter is a deliverance from the power of sin.
3. "We shall be saved." "And that, knowing the time,
that now it is high time to awake out of sleep: for now is
our salvation nearer than when we believed" (Rom. 13: 11) .
"Beloved, now are we the sons of God, and it doth not yet
appear what we shall be: but we know that, when he shall
appear, we shall be like him; for we shall see him as he is"
(I John 3:2) .

It is evident that God will deliver us from the presence of
sin, and that we have not arrived at the goal of salvation.
The total picture of salvation is told in Philippians 1:6, "Be
ing confident of this very thing, that he which hath begun
a good work in you will perform it until the day of Jesus
Christ." Salvation rests upon the death and resurrection of
Christ. "Salvation is of the Lord" (Jonah 2 :9).
Peter's statement to the Sanhedrin still stands: "Neither
is there salvation in any other: for there is none other name
under heaven given among men, whereby we must be saved"
( Acts 4: 12) . The man healed at the beautiful gate of the
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temple stood there because of the resurrection of Christ: "Be
it known unto you all, and to all the people of Israel, that
by the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, whom ye crucified,
whom God raised from the dead, even by him doth this man
stand here before you whole" ( Acts 4:10).
Jonah, appearing in Nineveh with a striking color pro
duced by the gastric juices of the fish, was a sign to the
Ninevites that God had a message for them. This man who
had come from the dead had a strange story to tell. It is
recorded, "So the people of Nineveh believed God."
God has a strange story to tell to our generation. His Son
was put to death on the cross, but He was raised from the
dead. God asks men to believe that He did it for their salva
tion, inspired by His love for sinners. Sinner, believe it and
live!
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